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Units



What are Units?

A standard of 
measurement of 

physical 
quantities



What are physical quantities?



What are NON-physical quantities?



What are SI units?



Helpful Website: National Institute of Standards and Technology

https://physics.nist.gov/cuu/Units/units.html

Base Quantity Name Symbol

Length Meter m

Mass Kilogram kg

Time Second s

Electric Current Ampere A

Temperature Kelvin K

Amount of Substance Mole mol

Luminous Intensity candela cd

Fundamental Base SI Units

https://physics.nist.gov/cuu/Units/units.html


Derived Quantities

Velocity = +25 m/s Density = kg/m3



Scalar and Vector quantities



What does 2500 m 
equal to in km?

Problem 1: Unit conversions – Dimensional Analysis 



What is 10  ൗ
𝑔

𝑐𝑚3

equal to in ൗ𝑘𝑔
𝑚3 ?

Problem 2: Unit conversions – Dimensional Analysis 



Is density scalar or 
vector?

Problem 3: Scalar/Vector



Is Time (seconds) 
fundamental or 

derived?

Problem 4: Fundamental vs derived



Is Area (𝑚2) 
"fundamental or 

derived?"

Problem 5: Fundamental vs derived



Graphs



The Basics

(Independent variable) causes a 

change in (Dependent Variable) 

and it isn't possible that 

(Dependent Variable) could cause 

a change in (Independent Variable)



How to read a graph

Slope =  
𝑌2−𝑌1

𝑋2−𝑋1

(m)



Motion



Distance-Time Graphs



Variable Speed



Average and instantaneous speed



Geometry & Trig in Physics



Basic Trigonometric Functions



Sin(theta) = 
Opposite

Hypotenuse
Cos(theta) = 

Adjacent
Hypotenuse

Tan(theta) = 
Opposite
Adjacent

SOH CAH TOA Rule



Pythagoras Theorem

Pythagorean Theorem



Pythagoras Theorem for physical quantities

The Unit Circle

Memorizing the Unit Circle. Ms. Pruitt’s Left-Hand Trick. https://youtu.be/LE6dmczMc68

sin 𝜃 = cos 90° − 𝜃 cos 𝜃 , sin 𝜃

https://youtu.be/LE6dmczMc68


Pythagoras Theorem for physical quantities

https://youtu.be/LE6dmczMc68

https://youtu.be/LE6dmczMc68


Special Triangles



Pythagoras Theorem for physical quantities

Determine the Magnitude and direction



Pythagoras Theorem for physical quantities

Determine the Magnitude and direction



Pythagoras Theorem for physical quantities

Determine the Magnitude and direction



Trigonometry of inclined planes

Forces



Trigonometry of inclined planes

Forces

A Force is a push or a pull that 
causes an object with mass to 
move faster (accelerate), or 
slower (decelerate), change 

direction, or deform. 



Trigonometry of inclined planes

Forces

Forces are vector 
quantities because they have 

a magnitude and direction.



Trigonometry of inclined planes

Types of Forces 

Types of Forces:
➢Applied Force
➢Pull (Tension)
➢Push (Compression)

➢Normal Force (Perpendicular to the Surface)

➢Drag Force (Resistance to motion in Air or Water)

➢Friction (Always moves opposite to motion)

➢Spring Force

➢Weight ( mass * acceleration)



Trigonometry of inclined planes

Sir Isaac Newton and Newton’s Second Axiom 

Force=Mass*Acceleration

𝑁 = 𝑘𝑔 ∗
𝑚

𝑠2

 Ԧ𝐹 = 𝑚 Ԧ𝑎
Sir Isaac Newton



Word Problems



As you go along…Formula Sheet



Step 1: Identify variables/ physical quantities



Step 2: Draw a picture



Step 3: Identify given information



Step 4: Identify the unknowns



Step 5: Begin strategizing for the answer based on the given information



What is the average 
velocity of the car if 
it travels 60 km in 

1.5 hours?

Word Problem 1



Word Problem 1

Displacement: = 𝑥2 − 𝑥1 = 60 km

Time = 1.5 hours

Average Velocity = Displacement / Time

𝑥2𝑥1



A plane lands at a speed of 
68 m/s and slows down at a 

rate of 4m/𝑠2. How much 
runway is needed to stop 

the plane?

Word Problem 2



Word Problem 2: Write all the given quantities

𝒙𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐚𝐥 0 m 𝒙𝐟𝐢𝐧𝐚𝐥
𝒕𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐚𝐥 0 s 𝒕𝐟𝐢𝐧𝐚𝐥
𝒗𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐚𝐥 68 

𝒎

𝒔
𝒗𝒇𝒊𝒏𝒂𝒍 0 

𝒎

𝒔

𝒂𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐚𝐥 4 
𝒎

𝒔𝟐
𝒂𝐟𝐢𝐧𝐚𝐥 4 

𝒎

𝒔𝟐



Word Problem 2

𝑥2𝑥1



A plane lands at a speed of 68 m/s and slows down at a rate of 4m/𝑠2. How much runway is needed to stop the 

plane?

Word Problem 2: Write all the given quantites

𝒙𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐚𝐥 0 m 𝒙𝐟𝐢𝐧𝐚𝐥

𝒕𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐚𝐥 0 s 𝒕𝐟𝐢𝐧𝐚𝐥

𝒗𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐚𝐥 68 
𝒎

𝒔
𝒗𝒇𝒊𝒏𝒂𝒍 0 

𝒎

𝒔

𝒂𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐚𝐥 4 
𝒎

𝒔𝟐
𝒂𝐟𝐢𝐧𝐚𝐥 4 

𝒎

𝒔𝟐

𝑥2𝑥1=0m

A plane lands at a speed of 

68 m/s and slows down at a 

rate of 4m/𝑠2. How much 

runway is needed to stop the 

plane?



A plane lands at a speed of 68 m/s and slows down at a rate of 4m/𝑠2. How much runway is needed to stop the 

plane?

Word Problem 2: Write all the given quantites

𝒙𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐚𝐥 0 m 𝒙𝐟𝐢𝐧𝐚𝐥 578 m

𝒕𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐚𝐥 0 s 𝒕𝐟𝐢𝐧𝐚𝐥 17 s

𝒗𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐚𝐥 68 
𝒎

𝒔
𝒗𝒇𝒊𝒏𝒂𝒍 0 

𝒎

𝒔

𝒂𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐚𝐥 4 
𝒎

𝒔𝟐
𝒂𝐟𝐢𝐧𝐚𝐥 4 

𝒎

𝒔𝟐

𝑥2𝑥1=0m

A plane lands at a speed of 

68 m/s and slows down at a 

rate of 4m/𝑠2. How much 

runway is needed to stop the 

plane?





Questions? 


